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Abstract

It is known that quasi–Newton updates can be characterized by variational means,
sometimes in more than one way. This paper has two main goals. We first formulate
variational problems appearing in quasi-Newton methods within the vector space of
symmetric matrices. This simplifies both their formulations and their subsequent so-
lutions. We then construct, for the first time, duals of the variational problems for the
DFP and BFGS updates and discover that the solution to a dual problem is either the
same as the corresponding primal solution or the solutions are inverses of each other.
Consequently, we obtain six new variational characterizations for the DFP and BFGS
updates, three for each one.
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1 Introduction

The most successful and popular quasi–Newton method for unconstrained function mini-
mization is the BFGS method of Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shanno [1, 7, 11, 15],
followed by the DFP method of Davidon, Fletcher, and Powell [4, 10]. For easy reference, the
update formulas for these two methods are presented below. In what follows, B–variables
and H–variables represent Hessian and inverse Hessian approximations, respectively. The
superscripts DFP and BFGS refer to the corresponding updates.

BDFP
k+1 := (I − γkyks

T
k )Bk(I − γksky

T
k ) + γkyky

T
k , (1.1)

BBFGS
k+1 := Bk −

Bksks
T
kBk

sT
kBksk

+ γkyky
T
k , (1.2)

HDFP
k+1 := Hk −

Hkyky
T
k Hk

yT
k Hkyk

+ γksks
T
k , (1.3)

HBFGS
k+1 := (I − γksky

T
k )Hk(I − γkyks

T
k ) + γksks

T
k . (1.4)

Here Bk and Hk are symmetric, positive definite n× n matrices and

yk = ∇f(xk+1)−∇f(xk), sk = xk+1 − xk, and γk =
1

yT
k sk

, (1.5)

where f is the function we would like to minimize, and xk and xk+1 are approximations to
a (local) minimizer of f .

The reader is referred to the survey papers of Dennis and Moré [5] and Nocedal [14] for
more information on quasi–Newton methods. Although quasi–Newton methods were not
originally discovered by variational means, it has been known since the early 1970s [12], [11]
that the update formulas can be given a variational interpretation. For example, HBFGS

k+1 is
the solution to the optimization problem

min tr((H −Hk)W (H −Hk)W )
s. t. Hyk = sk,

HT = H,

(1.6)

in which the decision variable H is an n×n matrix and where W is any symmetric positive
definite matrix satisfying Wsk = yk. It has been argued that it is desirable to impose the
“secant condition” Hyk = sk and the symmetry condition HT = H on Hk+1, see [5]. Since
there exist infinitely many symmetric matrices H satisfying the constraints, one should
therefore choose the updated matrix Hk+1 ”close” to the current matrix Hk so as not to
lose any information present in Hk. Using a measure of closeness such as the trace objective
function above, we can obtain a unique approximation Hk+1 to the Hessian of f at xk+1.
Different measures lead to different updates.

More variational characterizations of quasi–Newton updates appear later on. Byrd and
Nocedal [2] use the function

ψ(X) = trX − ln detX

defined on symmetric, positive definite matrices, in their convergence analysis of the BFGS
update. Subsequently, Fletcher [8] shows that the DFP and BFGS updates can be obtained
from optimization problems involving the function ψ(X). For example, HDFP

k+1 is the solution
to the minimization problem
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min
{
ψ(B1/2

k HB
1/2
k ) : Hyk = sk,H

T = H
}
.

This paper has two goals. Our first goal is to establish a framework, within which we
formulate variational problems appearing in quasi-Newton methods for unconstrained min-
imization. Our basic idea is simply to work directly in the vector space SRn×n of n × n
symmetric matrices. We thereby handle the symmetry of our decision variables (the approx-
imate Hessian matrices or their inverses) implicitly. Thus we take SRn×n as our universal
vector space, venturing into the larger vector space Rn×n only occasionally, in order to
rewrite the secant equations in an appropriate form within SRn×n. The desirable feature of
this idea is that it simplifies the formulation of most of the variational problems we have
encountered in quasi–Newton methods, and subsequently, their solutions. Our second goal
is to investigate the duals of variational problems in quasi–Newton methods. We specifically
formulate duals of several well known variational problems for the DFP and BFGS updates
and discover that each primal–dual pair of problems has the remarkable feature that either
the primal and dual solutions are the same, or they are inverses of each other. This is a
situation that rarely happens in duality theory – usually primal and dual solutions are not
related. Consequently, we obtain several new variational interpretations for the DFP and
BFGS updates. Our two goals are related: we note that there is no unique or canonical for-
mulation of dual problems. Using geometric language and working in the space of symmetric
matrices SRn×n both contribute to the formulation of our dual problems that are simpler,
more natural, and have the above mentioned properties. A straight forward formulation of
the dual problem to (1.6) by writing down its Lagrangian function, for example, would lead
to a dual problem which has two sets of decision variables (the multipliers corresponding
to the constraints Hyk = sk and HT = H), neither of which is a symmetric matrix.

The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we formulate the well known variational prob-
lems for the DFP and BFGS updates as least squares problems in SRn×n. We then solve our
least squares problems using a geometric language, avoiding Lagrange multipliers. Dennis
and Schnabel [6] seem to be the first to give geometric solutions to the same problems. They
first obtain a geometric solution to the least squares problem in Rn×n, relaxing the symme-
try constraint on the decision variable, and then use the method of alternating projections
to gain symmetry. The same paper also contains proofs of some of the results in this paper,
such as Theorem 2.2, Corollary 2.3, Corollary 2.5, and Theorem 4.1, with different proofs
than ours. Subsequently, Griewank [13] gives direct geometric proofs of the quasi–Newton
updates similar to ours. In §3, we formulate and provide short solutions for the variational
problems in Fletcher [8] involving the measure function ψ(X) of Byrd and Nocedal [2]. In §4,
we give short proofs for two of the variational results for sparse problems, one in Toint [16]
and the other in Fletcher [9]. Our duality results are treated in the rest of the paper. In
§5–§7, we provide a total of six new variational characterizations for the DFP and BFGS
updates, three for each one. In §5, we formulate duals of the least squares problems from §2
and show that each primal–dual pair of problems have the same solution. This fact is traced
in Theorem 5.1 to a remarkable property of geometric least squares problems that deserves
to be better known. In §6, we give another dualization scheme for the least squares problems
from §2, more in the spirit of approximation theory. They allow for a different interpretation
of the DFP and BFGS updates. In §7, we formulate and solve the duals of the variational
problems of §3. We discover that the solutions to each primal–dual pair of problems are
inverses of each other. In some sense, the dual problems in this section have an advantage
over the primal ones, since only one kind of update matrix (DFP or BFGS) appears (once
as a variable and once as a solution) in each dual problem, in contrast to corresponding
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primal problem in which both DFP and BFGS updates appear. In the Appendix, we gather
some results used in the main body of the paper.

Our notation is fairly standard. We use the inner product 〈u, v〉 = uT v in Rn and the
trace inner product

〈X,Y 〉 = tr(XTY ) =
n∑

i,j=1

XijYij

in the space Rn×n of n× n matrices (hence in SRn×n, the vector space of symmetric n× n
matrices). If both inner products are used within the same formula, the meaning of each
one should be clear from the context. We use several weighted trace inner products which
are defined in the main body of the paper. The set of all symmetric n× n positive definite
matrices will be denoted by SRn×n

++ . Let u be a vector and L be a linear subspace of a
Euclidean vector space E. We denote by ΠLu the orthogonal projection of u onto L, and L⊥

denotes the orthogonal complement of L in E, that is, L⊥ = {v ∈ E : 〈u, v〉 = 0, ∀u ∈ L}.

2 Least squares problems in quasi–Newton methods

In this section, we formulate some of the well known least squares problems appearing in
quasi–Newton methods as variational problems in SRn×n, and use a geometric approach to
solve them.

We first need a preliminary result which is interesting in its own right.

Lemma 2.1. Let s and y be vectors in Rn, s 6= 0. The linear subspace corresponding to the
affine subspace A := {X ∈ SRn×n : Xs = y} is L = {X ∈ SRn×n : Xs = 0}. Let {ui}n

1 be
a basis of Rn, and define the matrices Si = suT

i + uis
T , i = 1, . . . , n. The matrices {Si}n

1

are linearly independent and L is the intersection of n hyperplanes in SRn×n,

L = {X ∈ SRn×n : 〈X,Si〉 = 0, i = 1, . . . , n}.

Moreover,
L⊥ = span{S1, . . . , Sn} = {sλT + λsT : λ ∈ Rn}. (2.1)

Proof. The formula for L is obvious. Notice that the equationXs = 0 in Rn×n is equivalently
given by its component equations 〈X, suT

i 〉 = 0, i = 1, . . . , n, since

0 = 〈ui, Xs〉 = tr
(
uT

i Xs
)

= tr(XsuT
i ) = 〈X, suT

i 〉, i = 1, . . . , n.

As X is symmetric, we also have

〈X,uis
T 〉 = tr(Xuis

T ) = tr(suT
i X) = tr(uT

i Xs) = tr(XsuT
i ) = 〈X, suT

i 〉.

Thus, the equation Xs = 0 is equivalent to the equations 〈X,uis
T 〉 = 0, i = 1, . . . , n.

Consequently, L ⊆ SRn×n can be written as an intersection of n hyperplanes 〈X,Si〉 = 0,
i = 1, . . . , n.

The formula L⊥ = span{S1, . . . , Sn} follows immediately. Any linear combination∑n
i=1 δiSi ∈ L⊥ can be written as

n∑
i=1

δi(suT
i + uis

T ) = sλT + λsT ,
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where λ =
∑n

i=1 δiui.

The matrices {Si}n
1 are linearly independent: the equation 0 =

∑n
1 δiSi = λsT + sλT

gives 0 = (sTλ)λ+ ||λ||2s, and taking the inner product of both sides with s yields (sTλ)2 +
||λ||2 · ||s||2 = 0. Thus, ||λ||2 · ||s||2 = 0, and since s 6= 0, we have λ = 0. Since λ =∑n

i=1 δiui = 0 and {ui}n
1 is a basis of Rn, we have δi = 0, i = 1, . . . , n.

We now consider a generic least squares problem, which is closely related to the varia-
tional problems having the DFP and BFGS updates as their solutions.

Theorem 2.2. (Dennis and Schnabel [6]) The solution X̄ to the problem in the vector
space SRn×n,

min
1
2
||X||2

s. t. Xs = y,
(2.2)

is given by

X̄ =
syT + ysT

〈s, s〉
− 〈y, s〉
〈s, s〉2

ssT . (2.3)

Proof. Define f(X) = ||X||2/2 = 〈X,X〉/2. We have ∇f(X) = X and ∇2f(X) = I, and
the function f is convex. It follows from Lemma 8.1 in the Appendix that the solution X̄ is
characterized by the condition ∇f(X̄) = X̄ ∈ L⊥. Consequently, Lemma 2.1 implies that
X̄ is characterized by the equation

X̄ = λsT + sλT

for some λ ∈ Rn. We have

〈y, s〉 = 〈X̄s, s〉 = 〈[λsT + sλT ]s, s〉 = 2〈λ, s〉||s||2,

and 〈λ, s〉 = 〈y, s〉/(2||s||2). Substituting this in the equation y = X̄s = 〈λ, s〉s + ||s||2λ
gives

λ =
1

||s||2
y − 〈y, s〉

2||s||4
s.

Finally, substituting this in X̄ = λsT + sλT gives (2.3).

Corollary 2.3. (Dennis and Schnabel [6]) Let X0 ∈ SRn×n and W ∈ SRn×n
++ be a

weighting matrix. The solution X̄ to the problem in the vector space SRn×n,

min
1
2
‖W 1/2(X −X0)W 1/2‖2

s. t. Xs = y,
(2.4)

is given by

X̄ =X0 +
W−1s(y −X0s)T + (y −X0s)sTW−1

〈s,W−1s〉

− 〈y −X0s, s〉
〈s,W−1s〉2

W−1ssTW−1.
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Proof. With the following change of variables

X̃ := W 1/2(X −X0)W 1/2, ỹ := W 1/2(y −X0s), s̃ := W−1/2s,

the problem (2.4) reduces to problem (2.2). After substituting the expressions for X̃, ỹ, and
s̃ into (2.3), we multiply the resulting equality by W−1/2 from both sides to get the desired
expression for X̄.

Now, the DFP and BFGS updates follow from Corollary 2.3.

Corollary 2.4. The update matrix BDFP
k+1 in (1.1) is the solution to the problem

min
1
2
‖W 1/2(B −Bk)W 1/2‖2

s. t. Bsk = yk,
(2.5)

where Bk ∈ SRn×n
++ and W ∈ SRn×n

++ is any matrix satisfying Wyk = sk.

Proof. Using Corollary 2.3, we have

Bk+1 =Bk +
W−1sk(yk −Bksk)T + (yk −Bksk)sT

kW
−1

〈sk,W−1sk〉

− 〈yk −Bksk, sk〉
〈sk,W−1sk〉2

W−1sks
T
kW

−1.

The requirement Wyk = sk (or yk = W−1sk) simplifies the above expression and makes
Bk+1 independent of W . It is a routine to verify that the resulting formula for Bk+1 is the
same as the one obtained by expanding (1.1).

It is evident from (1.1) that Bk+1 = GTG + F where F = γkyky
T
k and G = B

1/2
k (I −

γksky
T
k ). Since both GTG and F are positive semidefinite matrices, so is Bk+1. Moreover,

Gd = 0 for d 6= 0 if and only if d is a multiple of sk, but then 〈Fd, d〉 > 0. Thus, we see that
if Bk is positive definite and 〈sk, yk〉 > 0, then the matrix Bk+1 is also positive definite.

Corollary 2.5. The update matrix HBFGS
k+1 in (1.4) is the solution to the problem

min
1
2
‖W 1/2(H −Hk)W 1/2‖2

s. t. Hyk = sk,
(2.6)

where Hk ∈ SRn×n
++ and W ∈ SRn×n

++ is any matrix satisfying Wsk = yk.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Corollary 2.4.

As in the DFP case above, we conclude that if Hk is positive definite and 〈yk, sk〉 > 0,
then Hk+1 is positive definite.
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3 Trace–determinant function minimization problems
in quasi–Newton methods

In this section, we present short and more geometric proofs of the main results in Fletcher [8].

Theorem 3.1. If the affine set {X ∈ SRn×n : Xs = y} contains a positive definite matrix,
then the solution X̄ to the problem

min ψ(X) = 〈I,X〉 − ln detX
s. t. Xs = y

(3.1)

in the vector space SRn×n satisfies

X̄−1 = I +
ssT

〈y, s〉
− syT + ysT

〈y, s〉
+
〈y, y〉
〈y, s〉2

ssT . (3.2)

Proof. The gradient and the Hessian of ψ are given by

∇ψ(x) = I −X−1, ∇2ψ(x) = X−1 ⊗X−1.

See equation (8.2) in the Appendix. Thus, ψ is strictly convex on the cone of positive definite
matrices in SRn×n. It is also coercive on the same cone. Lemma 8.1 and Lemma 2.1 imply
that the solution X̄ satisfies the condition

I − X̄−1 = sλT + λsT (3.3)

for some λ ∈ Rn. The secant equation Xs = y gives X̄−1y = s, and we have

〈y − s, y〉 = 〈(I − X̄−1)y, y〉 = 〈[sλT + λsT ]y, y〉 = 2〈λ, y〉 〈y, s〉,

which yields 〈λ, y〉 = 〈y − s, y〉/(2〈y, s〉). Then substituting this in the equation

y − s = (I − X̄−1)y = 〈λ, y〉s+ 〈y, s〉λ

gives

λ =
y − s

〈s, y〉
+
〈s− y, y〉
2〈s, y〉2

s.

Then substituting this in (3.3) and simplifying the result yields (3.2).

Corollary 3.2. Let Hk ∈ SRn×n be a positive definite matrix and assume that 〈sk, yk〉 > 0.
The update matrix HBFGS

k+1 in (1.4) satisfies Hk+1 = B̄−1, where B̄ is the solution to the
problem

min ψ(H1/2
k BH

1/2
k ) = 〈Hk, B〉 − ln detB + const

s. t. Bsk = yk.
(3.4)

Proof. The change of variables X = H
1/2
k BH

1/2
k , y = H

1/2
k yk, and s = H

−1/2
k sk reduces

the problem to Problem (3.1) in Theorem 3.1. Substituting the values of X, y, s above in
equation (3.2) and simplifying, we obtain

B̄−1 = Hk −
sky

T
k Hk +Hkyks

T
k

〈sk, yk〉
+

sks
T
k

〈sk, yk〉
+
〈Hkyk, yk〉
〈sk, yk〉2

sks
T
k .

The right-hand side of this formula is identical to (1.4). Consequently, B̄ = H−1
k+1.
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Corollary 3.3. Let Bk ∈ SRn×n be a positive definite matrix and assume that 〈sk, yk〉 > 0.
The update matrix BDFP

k+1 in (1.1) satisfies Bk+1 = H̄−1, where H̄ is the solution to the
problem

min ψ(B1/2
k HB

1/2
k ) = 〈Bk,H〉 − ln detH + const

s. t. Hyk = sk.

Proof. This is similar to the proof of Corollary 3.2, using the change of variables X =
B

1/2
k HB

1/2
k , y = B

1/2
k sk, and s = B

−1/2
k yk.

4 Variational problems arising in sparse quasi–Newton
methods

In this section, we give short solutions to two variational problems, one in Toint [16], and
the other in Fletcher [9].

Theorem 4.1. (Toint [16]) Let S ⊂ {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n}. Consider the minimization
problem in the vector space SRn×n,

min
1
2
||X||2

s. t. Xs = y,

Xij = 0, (i, j) ∈ S.

(4.1)

Define L := {X : Xij = 0, (i, j) ∈ S}. The solution to (4.1) is given by

X̄ = ΠL(λsT + sλT ), (4.2)

where λ is the solution of the linear equations Qλ = y in Rn, and where QT = [s1, s2, . . . , sn],
si = Sis, and Si = ΠL(seT

i + eis
T ), i = 1, . . . , n.

Proof. Define M := {X : Xs = 0}. Lemma 8.1 implies that X̄ ∈ (M∩L)⊥ = M⊥ + L⊥.
Write

X̄ = (λsT + sλT ) + Λ

with λsT + sλT ∈M⊥ (see Lemma 2.1), and Λ ∈ L⊥. Since X̄ ∈ L, we see that

X̄ = ΠL(λsT + sλT ).

We have y = X̄s = ΠL(λsT + sλT )s, and

yi =
〈[

ΠL(λsT + sλT )
]
s, ei

〉
=

〈
ΠL(λsT + sλT ),

eis
T + seT

i

2

〉
=

〈
λsT + sλT

2
,ΠL(eis

T + seT
i )

〉
=

〈
λsT + sλT

2
, Si

〉
= 〈Sis, λ〉 = 〈si, λ〉.
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The projection operator ΠL is the so–called “gangster operator” defined by

G(H)ij =

{
0 (i, j) ∈ S,
Hij (i, j) ∈ S⊥

with S⊥ denoting the complement of S, because it shoots “holes” at the entries (i, j) ∈ S
of matrix H.

We remark that the matrix Q is symmetric, since

Qij = (si)j = 〈si, ej〉 = 〈ΠL(seT
i + eis

T )s, ej〉 =

〈
ΠL(seT

i + eis
T ),

seT
j + ejs

T

2

〉

=
〈
seT

i + eis
T

2
,ΠL(seT

j + ejs
T )

〉
= Qji,

and has the same sparsity pattern S: we have

Qij =

〈
ΠL(seT

i + eis
T ),

seT
j + ejs

T

2

〉
= 〈ΠL(seT

i + eis
T )ej , s〉,

and it is easy to show that ΠL(seT
i + eis

T )ej = 0 if (i, j) ∈ S.

Theorem 4.2. (Fletcher [9]) Let Bk ∈ SRn×n be positive definite, and Hk = B−1
k . The

solution B̄ to the minimization problem in the vector space SRn×n,

min ψHk
(B) := 〈Hk, B〉 − ln det(B)

s. t. Bsk = yk,

Bij = 0, (i, j) ∈ S,
(4.3)

is characterized by the existence of λ such that

G(H̄) = G(Hk + λsT + sλT ),

where H̄ = B̄−1.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, define L := {B : Bij = 0, (i, j) ∈ S} and M := {B :
Bsk = 0}. The solution B̄ to (4.3) satisfies

∇BψHk
(B̄) = Hk − B̄−1 ∈M⊥ + L⊥,

that is,
B̄−1 = Hk + λsT

k + skλ
T + Λ,

where Λ ∈ L⊥. The theorem is proved since G(Λ) = 0.

5 Dual least squares problems

Although the minimization problems (2.5) and (2.6) have been well known in the literature
since the early 1970s, it seems that the associated dual problems have not been studied so
far. In this section, we give dual problems for the least squares minimization problem.

We first consider a primal–dual pair of geometric least squares problems, see Courant–
Hilbert [3], pp. 252–257.
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Theorem 5.1. Let x0 and y0 be points in a Euclidean space E, and L be a linear subspace
of E. The least squares problems

(P) min
1
2
||x− x0||2 (D) min

1
2
||y − y0||2

x ∈ y0 + L, y ∈ x0 + L⊥,

are duals of each other. Furthermore, they have the same solution.

Proof. Note that problem (P) can be written as the minimax problem

min
x∈E

max
λ∈L⊥

L(x, λ) :=
1
2
||x− x0||2 + 〈y0 − x, λ〉,

since maxλ∈L⊥〈x− y0, λ〉 = 0 if x ∈ y0 + L, and +∞ otherwise. The dual problem with
respect to the Lagrangian function L(x, λ) is the maximin problem

max
λ∈L⊥

min
x∈E

L(x, λ) :=
1
2
||x− x0||2 + 〈y0 − x, λ〉.

The inner minimum is achieved at the point x∗ = x0 + λ. Substituting this in L and
rearranging its terms, we obtain L(x∗, λ) = −||λ + x0 − y0||2/2 + ||x0 − y0||2/2. Thus the
dual problem becomes, up to an additive constant ||x0 − y0||2/2,

max
λ∈L⊥

−1
2
||λ+ x0 − y0||2 = − min

λ∈L⊥

1
2
||λ+ x0 − y0||2.

With the change of variables y = λ + x0, the right-hand side problem above is equivalent
to (D).

Now, let x∗ and y∗ be the solutions to (P) and (D), respectively. We have

x∗ − x0 ∈ L⊥, x∗ − y0 ∈ L, y∗ − y0 ∈ L, y∗ − x0 ∈ L⊥,

where the first and third inclusions follow from Lemma 8.1. These imply x∗ − y∗ = (x∗ −
x0)− (y∗−x0) ∈ L⊥ and x∗−y∗ = (x∗−y0)− (y∗−y0) ∈ L. Thus, x∗−y∗ ∈ L∩L⊥ = {0},
that is, x∗ = y∗.

Remark 5.2. We emphasize that the above pair of least squares problems (P) and (D)
have the same solution. This is illustrated in Figure 1. Note that the primal problem (P)
is the (orthogonal) projection of the point x0 on the lower affine subspace x0 + L onto the
upper affine subspace y0 + L, whereas the dual problem (D) is the projection of the point
y0 on the upper affine subspace x0 + L onto the complementary affine subspace x0 + L⊥.
As the proof above shows, the equality x∗ = y∗ of the solutions, together with the Strong
Duality Theorem (which holds true in this case since no constraint qualification is needed
for affine constraints), implies the equality

1
2
||x∗ − x0||2 = −1

2
||x∗ − y0||2 +

1
2
||x0 − y0||2,

where the left-hand side is the value of the minimax problem and the right-hand side is the
value of the maximin problem. This amounts to the equation

||x0 − y0||2 = ||x0 − x∗||2 + ||x∗ − y0||2, x0 − x∗ ∈ L⊥, x∗ − y0 ∈ L,

which is precisely the Pythagorean theorem applied to the triangle with vertices {x0, y0, x
∗}.
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x0 + L⊥

y0

x∗ = y∗

y0 + L

x0

x0 + L

Figure 1: Illustration of Theorem 5.1

We now use Theorem 5.1 to obtain the duals of the least squares problems (2.5) and
(2.6). By Theorem 5.1, these dual problems give new variational characterizations of the
DFP and BFGS updates.

Note that in problem (2.5), if we make the change of variables

B̃ := W 1/2BW 1/2, B̃k := W 1/2BkW
1/2, ỹk := W 1/2yk, s̃k := W−1/2sk,

we arrive at the least squares problem

min
1
2
||B̃ − B̃k||2

s. t. B̃ s̃k = ỹk.

Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 2.1 can then be used to obtain a dual least squares problem,
which in turn can be transformed into another least squares problem in terms of the original
variables. Equivalently, we can obtain this dual problem in a different fashion, by changing
the inner product instead of the variables: let W ∈ SRn×n be a positive definite matrix.
Consider W–norm on SRn×n given by

||X||2W := tr(W 1/2XW 1/2)2 = tr(WXWX),

and the corresponding inner–product

〈X,Y 〉W := tr(WXWY ) = tr((W ⊗W )XY ) = 〈(W ⊗W )X,Y 〉,

where
(W ⊗W )X := WXW.

In the Euclidean space (SRn×n, || · ||W ), the problem (2.5) becomes

min
1
2
||B −Bk||2W

s. t. Bsk = yk,
(5.1)

10



to which Theorem 5.1 applies. Let B be any matrix in the affine constraint set A := {B ∈
SRn×n : Bsk = yk}. Then A = B + L where L = {B : Bsk = 0}. In order to determine the
dual problem in this setting, we need to compute the orthogonal complement of L. This is
done in the lemma below, which is an analogue of Lemma 2.1.

Lemma 5.3. Let W ∈ SRn×n be a positive definite matrix and s ∈ Rn be a nonzero vector.
The orthogonal complement of the linear subspace L = {B : Bs = 0} in the Euclidean space
(SRn×n, || · ||W ) is

L⊥ = {λ(W−1s)T + (W−1s)λT : λ ∈ Rn}.

Proof. Let {ui}n
1 be a basis of Rn. L is characterized by the component equations uT

i Bs =
sTBui = 0, i = 1, . . . , n, or equivalently, by the equations

0 = 〈B, uis
T + suT

i 〉 = 〈B,W−1(uis
T + suT

i )W−1〉W ,

= 〈B, (W−1ui)(W−1s)T + (W−1s)(W−1ui)T 〉W , i = 1, . . . , n.

It follows that

L⊥ = span{(W−1ui)(W−1s)T + (W−1s)(W−1ui)T : i = 1, . . . , n},
= {λ(W−1s)T + (W−1s)λT : λ ∈ Rn}.

Corollary 5.4. The update matrix BDFP
k+1 in (1.1) is the solution to the least squares problem

min
λ∈Rn

1
2
||Bk − B̂ + λyT

k + ykλ
T ||2W , (5.2)

where yk, sk are defined in (1.5), Bk ∈ SRn×n
++ , and W satisfies the conditions in Corol-

lary 2.4, and B̂ is any matrix in SRn×n satisfying the secant equation B̂sk = yk. In partic-
ular, we may choose

B̂ =
yky

T
k

〈sk, yk〉
.

Proof. The affine constraint set in (5.1) is B̂ + L, where L = {B : Bsk = 0}, and we have
W−1sk = yk. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.3.

Similarly, we have

Corollary 5.5. The update matrix HBFGS
k+1 in (1.4) is the solution to the least squares

problem

min
λ∈Rn

1
2
||Hk − Ĥ + λsT

k + skλ
T ||2W , (5.3)

where yk, sk are defined in (1.5), Bk ∈ SRn×n
++ , and W satisfies the conditions in Corol-

lary 2.5, and Ĥ is any matrix in SRn×n satisfying the secant equation Ĥyk = sk. In par-
ticular, we may choose

Ĥ =
sks

T
k

〈sk, yk〉
.
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6 Another dualization of the least squares problems

We now give a different pair of dual problems for the minimization problems (2.5) and (2.6).
They provide another interpretation of the DFP and BFGS updates.

Theorem 6.1. Let W satisfy the conditions in Corollary 2.4, B̂ ∈ SRn×n be any matrix
satisfying B̂sk = yk (a convenient choice is B̂ = (yky

T
k )/〈sk, yk〉), and Bk ∈ SRn×n

++ . The
problem

min 〈Bk − B̂, Y 〉W
s. t. ||Y ||W ≤ 1,

Y = λyT
k + ykλ

T , λ ∈ Rn,

(6.1)

is dual to problem (2.5) and the DFP update matrix is given by

BDFP
k+1 = Bk + αȲ ,

where Ȳ is the solution to (6.1) and α is chosen so that the secant equation Bk+1sk = yk

is satisfied.

Proof. We write problem (2.5) in the form min{||B −Bk||W : B ∈ B̂ +L}, where L = {B :
Bsk = 0}. We have

min
B∈B̂+L

||B −Bk||W = min
B∈B̂+L

max
||Y ||W≤1

〈B −Bk, Y 〉W

= max
||Y ||W≤1

min
B∈B̂+L

〈B −Bk, Y 〉W

= max
||Y ||W≤1

{
〈B̂ −Bk, Y 〉W + min

X∈L
〈X,Y 〉W

}
= max
||Y ||W≤1,Y ∈L⊥

〈B̂ −Bk, Y 〉W ,

where the second equality follows from the minimax theorem, and the last equality follows
from the fact that min{〈X,Y 〉W : X ∈ L} equals zero if Y ∈ L⊥, and −∞ otherwise. Using
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, the first equality above holds only if Bk+1 − Bk = αȲ for
some α ∈ R. This completes the proof, since L⊥ is given in Lemma 5.3 and W−1sk = yk.

We note that the dual solution Ȳ is the point in L⊥ making the smallest angle (in the
W–inner product) with the point B̂ −Bk.

Similarly, we have

Theorem 6.2. Let W satisfy the conditions in Corollary 2.5, Ĥ ∈ SRn×n be any matrix
satisfying Ĥyk = sk (a convenient choice is Ĥ = (sks

T
k )/〈sk, yk〉), and Hk ∈ SRn×n

++ . The
problem

min 〈Hk − Ĥ, Z〉W
s. t. ||Z||W ≤ 1,

Z = λsT
k + skλ

T , λ ∈ Rn,

(6.2)

is dual to problem (2.6) and the BFGS update matrix is given by

HBFGS
k+1 = Hk + αZ̄,

where Z̄ is the solution to (6.2) and α is chosen so that the secant equation Hk+1yk = sk

is satisfied.
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7 Dual of the trace–determinant function minimization
problem

In this section, we investigate the dual problem to the minimization problem (3.4) in §3,
which does not seem to be studied in the literature. The primal–dual pair of problems
have similar objective functions and related solutions. Consequently, we obtain additional
variational characterizations for the DFP and BFGS updates.

We first consider a generic primal–dual pair of problems from which the DFP and BFGS
updates follow as easy corollaries.

Theorem 7.1. Let X0 and Y0 be matrices in SRn×n. The following minimization problems
are duals of each other,

(P) min 〈X0, X〉 − ln detX (D) min 〈Y0, Y 〉 − ln detY

X ∈ Y0 + L, Y ∈ X0 + L⊥.

If both (P) and (D) have positive definite feasible solutions, then they both have (optimal)
solutions and the Strong Duality Theorem holds. Furthermore, the solutions of (P) and (D)
are inverses of each other, that is, Ȳ = (X̄)−1 where X̄ and Ȳ are the solutions of (P) and
(D), respectively.

Proof. Since the objective functions in (P) and (D) are coercive, both problems have solu-
tions and the Strong Duality Theorem holds true. The primal problem (P) can be written
as the minimax problem

min
X

max
Z∈L⊥

L(X,Z) := 〈X0, X〉 − ln detX + 〈X − Y0, Z〉,

since max
Z∈L⊥

〈X − Y0, Z〉 = 0 if X − Y0 ∈ L, and +∞ otherwise. The dual problem with

respect to the Lagrangian function L(X,Z) is

max
Z∈L⊥

min
X

{〈X0, X〉 − ln detX + 〈X − Y0, Z〉} .

The inner minimum is achieved at the point X̃ satisfying

(X̃)−1 = X0 + Z. (7.1)

Substituting this in L(X,Z) and simplifying, we arrive at the equation L(X̃, Z) = n −
〈Y0, Z〉+ ln det(X0 + Z). Thus, the dual problem is equivalent to

min
Z∈L⊥

{〈Y0, Z〉 − ln det(X0 + Z)} .

With the change of variables Y = X0 + Z, and using the description of L⊥ in (2.1), we see
that the above problem is equivalent to (D). It follows from (7.1) that Ȳ = (X̄)−1.

The new characterizations of the DFP and BFGS update formulas are immediate con-
sequences of this theorem.
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Corollary 7.2. Let Hk be a symmetric positive definite matrix. The update matrix HBFGS
k+1

in (1.4) is the solution to the problem

min 〈Ŷ , Y 〉 − ln detY

Y = Hk + λsT
k + skλ

T , λ ∈ Rn,
(7.2)

where Ŷ is any matrix in SRn×n satisfying Ŷ sk = yk (a convenient choice is Ŷ =
yky

T
k /〈sk, yk〉).

Proof. Define X0 = Hk and L = {Y ∈ SRn×n : Y sk = 0}. The proof follows from Theo-
rem 7.1 and Corollary 3.2.

Thus, we obtain here a new result that the BFGS update matrices Bk+1 and Hk+1 :=
B−1

k+1 come from the primal-dual problems (3.4) and (7.2), respectively.

Similarly, we have

Corollary 7.3. Let Bk be a symmetric positive definite matrix. The update matrix BDFP
k+1

in (1.1) is the solution to the problem

min 〈Ŷ , Y 〉 − ln detY

Y = Bk + λsT
k + skλ

T , λ ∈ Rn,
(7.3)

where Ŷ is any matrix in SRn×n satisfying Ŷ yk = sk (such as Ŷ = sks
T
k /〈sk, yk〉).

8 Appendix

In this appendix, we collect for completeness some results used in the main body of the
paper.

Lemma 8.1. Let A = a + L ⊆ E be an affine set in a Euclidean space E where L is a
linear subspace of E. Let f : A → R be a differentiable function, and consider the problem
min{f(x) : x ∈ A}. If x̄ ∈ A is a local minimizer of f , then

∇f(x̄) ∈ L⊥. (8.1)

If f is convex, then (8.1) is a sufficient condition for x̄ to be a global minimizer of f on A.

Proof. Let x be an arbitrary point of A. For |t| small enough, we have

f(x̄) ≤ f(x̄+ t(x− x̄)) = f(x̄) + t〈∇f(x̄), x− x̄〉+ o(t),

where the inequality follows from x̄’s being a local minimizer of f , and the equality follows
from Taylor’s formula. Thus, we have

t〈∇f(x̄), x− x̄〉+ o(t) ≥ 0,

for all t small enough. For t > 0, dividing both sides by t and letting t go to 0 gives
〈∇f(x̄), x− x̄〉 ≥ 0. For t < 0, the same procedure leads to 〈∇f(x̄), x− x̄〉 ≤ 0. Since an
arbitrary point in L can be represented as x− x̄ for some x ∈ A, we obtain equation (8.1).

If f is convex and x is any point in A, we have f(x) ≥ f(x̄) + 〈∇f(x̄), x− x̄〉 = f(x̄),
where the inequality follows from the convexity of f and the equality follows from (8.1).
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Next, we compute the gradient and the Hessian of the function f(X) = ln detX.

Lemma 8.2. The gradient and the Hessian of the function f(X) = ln detX at a symmetric,
positive definite matrix X are given by

∇f(X) = X−1, ∇2f(X) = −X−1 ⊗X−1. (8.2)

Proof. We expand the Taylor series of the function f(X) in a given direction D ∈ SRn×n,

∆f := f(X + tD)− f(X) = ln det(X + tD)− ln detX

= ln det(X1/2(I + tX−1/2DX−1/2X1/2)− ln detX

= ln det(I + tX−1/2DX−1/2).

Define D̂ := X−1/2DX−1/2. Writing the orthogonal decomposition of D̂ in the form D̂ =
QΛQT where Q is an n× n orthogonal matrix (whose columns are the eigenvectors of D̂),
and Λ is an n× n diagonal matrix whose elements are the eigenvalues of D̂, we have

∆f = ln det(I + tΛ) = ln
n∏

i=1

(1 + tλi) =
n∑

i=1

ln(1 + tλi)

= t tr Λ− t2

2
trΛ2 + o(t3) = t tr(D̂)− t2

2
tr(D̂)2 + o(t3)

= t〈X−1, D〉 − t2

2
〈(X−1DX−1), D〉+ o(t3),

where we used ln(1 + tα) = tα − 1
2 (tα)2 + o(t3) in the fourth equation (recall that the

operator ⊗ is defined as (X−1 ⊗X−1)D := X−1DX−1).
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